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Abstract: The restart temperature is one of the main parameters for normalized two phase rolling of plates. In this work the effect of plate 
geometry on the restart temperature for normalized rolling of structural manganese steel Grade 0003 is examined. The mathematical model 
for estimation required restart temperature for normalized rolling of the thin (6 to 12 mm) plates is derived. The adequacy of the regression 
model is checked by Cochren, Student and Fisher criteria. The model successfully interpolates and extrapolates in interval of variation of 
independent variables. It allows predicting the restart temperature on given “waiting thickness” respectively depending on final product 
dimensions. The interrelation between key geometrical parameters namely, the target plate thickness, the target plate width and the length 
taken as independent variables in the model and the restart temperature as a dependent changeable is discussed 
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1. Introduction 
 
 The modern steel plate manufacturing nowadays utilizes the 
various ferrous Thermo-mechanical treatments (TMT) in addition to 
precise alloy chemistry and microstructural design in performance 
demands, energy saving and environmental requirements and facing 
competition on the market. Normalized rolling is considered as 
mature technology that offers an optimum of grain refined 
microstructure and mechanical properties respectively besides 
economical benefits. The normalized rolling as it is defined by EN 
10025: 2004 is a rolling process in which the final deformation is 
carried out in  a certain temperatures range leading to a material 
condition and mechanical properties equivalent to that obtained 
after the normalizing heat treatment so that the specified values of 
the mechanical properties are retained even after normalizing. In 
hot plate rolling of slabs, this type of TMT is widely used for non-
alloyed structural steels as a less expensive option than carrying out 
the “Normalizing” heat treatment. Plates delivered in normalized 
rolled condition (N) are used for construction, shipbuilding, boilers 
and pressure vessels. 
 The normalized rolling on a plate mill consists of 
deformation in  two steps, both above the recrystallization stop 
temperature, followed by the still air cooling. The first step is 
carried out at high temperature to a definite thickness of the rolled 
piece often named” waiting thickness” (or inter-phase thickness) 
when a delay (holding) time is put before the piece goes to the 
succeeded rolling passes of the second step deformation. This delay 
time promotes a certain cooling down so that the deformation 
begins at a specific”restart” temperature (trestart), allowing to get 
both a required reduction through the thickness of the plate and the 
correct finish temperature. In other words the finish rolling passes 
of the plate are tightly controlled such that they occur in a 
temperature range above Ar3 and obtaining the requested target 
plate thickness and finish rolling temperature. This provides after 
natural cooling the fine grained structure and properties of the 
material together with a good flatness, straightness, surface quality 
and geometry as well as the rolling stability In this meaning the 
expression "controlled rolling" is often used in practice and 
international publications for both the normalizing rolling (N), as 
well as the thermomechanical rolling (TMR). 
 

The restart temperatures for the normalizing rolling of low-
carbon manganese steel plates with a target thickness ≥ 14 mm are 
well established by MAKSTIL plate mill successful practice during 
years. Processing plates to the thin target thickness from the same 
restart temperature as thick ones or heavy plates however would 
result in a too low finishing temperature, bigger rolling forces and 
eventually instability and worsening of flatness, surface quality or 
even breakdowns in  the final passes of the rolling. Therefore, to 
avoid these unwanted consequences and the risk of equipment 
damage, for thinner plates the rolling schedule and the restart 

temperature in particular has to be adjusted and optimized on 
dependence of the plate geometry (target thickness, width, and 
length).  
 It is useful to examine this dependence using mathematical 
model combined with processing data from Level 2 database (all 
data from process of rolling) that will allow determining the optimal 
restart temperature for each steel grade. In this work we aim to 
develop regression model that connect the restart temperature 
(trestart) as a responsible variable with target thickness (T), width (W)  
and length (L) of the plates of manganese steel Grade 3 subjected to 
normalized rolling.  
 
 
2. Materials and experiments 
 

The chemical composition of low carbon, low alloyed 
manganese steel group 0003 object of the present work is given 
bellow. The normalizing rolling of plates is performed industrially 
on a Quarto reversible rolling plate mill in MAKSTIL 
  

C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Steel 
Group 
0003 

0,07-
0,18 

0,8-
1,52 

0,18-
0,36 

0,005-
0,025 

0,002-
0,017 

0,03-
0,16 

0,06-
0,3 

 
The plate production of this grade covers:  

- extra thin plate: less than 8 mm thickness 
- medium thin plates: less than 14  up to 8 mm thickness 
- middle thickness plates: from 14.1 to 40 mm thickness 
- heavy plates: over 40 mm thickness 

 
Thereby divided target thickness are used for defining the 

piece “waiting”(“inter-phase”) thickness from set-up rolling 
schedule where a delay time should be introduced (i.e. is 
performing cooling down to a specified restart temperature).Table 1 
summarizes the adopted restart rolling temperatures for normalized 
rolling of middle thickness and heavy plates in MAKSTIL Plate 
Mill together with the corresponding finishing rolling temperatures, 
derived from practical experience, and empirical calculation of the 
“waiting” thicknesses. With a fair approach to accuracy the restart 
temperatures for plates with target thickness from <8 mm to ≤14 
mm is estimated by determination of waiting thickness as 3.5 Ttarget 
and > 2.5 Ttarget correspondingly. 

 
The restart temperature trestart (°C) is investigated as a response 

variable (Y), while the variables factors (X1, X2, X3) are target 
thickness Ttarget (mm), target width W (mm) and target length 
L(mm). Dimensions of plates under considerations are: 

- target thickness 7 and 12 mm 
- target width 1800 and 2850 mm  
- target length 14000 and 23000 mm 
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The tested plates are rolled with a constant set-up (references) 
of rolling parameters provided by the DANIELI Online_Level_2 
Plate rolling mathematical model used in the mill processes control. 
This system assists to generating the schedule’s passes for plate 
rolling. Also, slabs are heated in the furnace according to a standard 
procedure. The uniformity of temperature in the cross section is 
controlled by DANIELI Online_Level_2 Furnace reheating 
mathematical model. Special mathematical-statistical software for 
design of experiments is used for processing of data. 

 
Table 1 Technological data for TMR rolling plates 

 
 
3. Data Processing 
 

The obtained satisfied data (results) after rolling can be used 
for calculation of regressive coefficients that describe the regressive 
equation of general type 

 
trestart = bo+b1T + b2W+b3L+b12TW+b13TL+b23WL+b123TWL            (1) 

 
Where - T is target plate thickness variable, W is target plate 
width variable, L is target plate length variable and trestart is 
restart temperature at inter-phase (“waiting”) thickness.  
 
To attain the values of the regressive coefficients, using 

experimental design of the variables-factors, execute of the 
experiments (Table 2) has been organized. The variables T, W, L 
are Further, renamed as Z1, Z2, Z3 (natural values) as in mathematic 
methods for full factor experiment the calculation of the regressive 
coefficients is performed by coded entry data. 

 
Table 2  Experimental matrix of natural values 

Exp. 
# 

T 
(Z1),[mm] 

W 
(Z2),[mm] 

L 
(Z3),[mm] 

trestart_avg 

Yavg, [oC] 
1 12 2850 23000 993 
2 7 2850 23000 1033 
3 12 1800 23000 966 
4 7 1800 23000 990 
5 12 2850 14000 964 
6 7 2850 14000 996 
7 12 1800 14000 948 
8 7 1800 14000 968 

 
 
3.1 Full factor experiment – "23" 
 

Processing of the experimental data includes a full-factorial 
design of linear type effecting the mixed action between the factors 
of “23” type, whereas the number 3 indicates review of three 
influential factors upon restart temperature. The design of the 
experiments requires preliminary to specify the intervals of 
variation of each factor. The successful derivation and obtained 
results can give a mathematical model and/or a regressive equation 
for k =3 factors of the type:  
 

Yreg = bo+b1X1+b2X2+b3X3+b12X1X2+b13X1X3+b23X2X3+b123X1X2X3 
 

In order to determine the regression coefficients the factors are 
coded according the formulas (2, 3, 4) where,   j = 1, 2,  ......., k 

    2/)( minmax0
jjj ZZZ +=         (2) 

2/)( minmax
jjj ZZZ −=Δ    (3)  

    
jjjj ZZZX Δ−= /)( 0             (4) 

Table 3 presents the experimental plan matrix with the coded 
values(X1, X2, X3), corresponding to the target plate thickness (T), 
target plate width (W) and target plate length (L). The significance 
of the numbers "+1" and "-1" represents the maximal or the minimal 
plate target thickness, width and length. 
 

Table 3a  Experimental matrix of coded values 
Exp. 

# X1 X2 X3 
trestart 
(Y1) 

trestart 
(Y2) 

trestart 
(Y3) 

trest_avg 

Yavg 
1 +1 +1 +1 986 994 999 993 
2 -1 +1 +1 1032 1046 1022 1033 
3 +1 -1 +1 961 967 970 966 
4 -1 -1 +1 985 990 995 990 
5 +1 +1 -1 960 965 968 964 
6 -1 +1 -1 988 997 1002 996 
7 +1 -1 -1 945 948 950 948 
8 -1 -1 -1 963 969 972 968 

Table 3b Extended experimental matrix of coded values 
Exp.# X1 X2 X3 X1X2 X1X3 X2X3 X1X2X3 

1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
2 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 
3 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
4 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 
5 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 
6 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 
7 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 
8 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 

Σ Xi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

The extending the experimental matrix to count in effect of 
interaction with mutual multiplication of variables, with all possible 
combinations including triple action (see Table 3b) allows to 
determine all regressive coefficients. As the criterion of 
orthogonality is met, the calculation of the regression coefficients is 
easy and can be expressed simply as: 

)(
1

1
i

N

i
jii XXNb ∑

=

−=    (5) 

where,   i =1, 2,  ......., N and  j = 1, 2,  ......., k 
 

 For calculations of regression coefficients firstly the 
homogeneity of the results and/or their dispersion must be 
determined from the number of repeated measurements (ky). In our 
case, three repeated results were used for each of the restart 
temperature and for each measuring point. The dispersion S2 is 
determined by the formula: 

2

1

12 )()1( avgYYNS i

N

i
iji −−= ∑

=

−      (6) 
where,  i =1, 2,  ......., N, and j =1, 2,  ......., ky 

 
The homogeneity value is then calculated as: 
 

∑= 22
maxmax SSG                  (7)

  
and compared to the tabulated Cochren’s criteria. If the calculated 
value of Gmax does not exceed the table value, then the regression 
coefficients can be calculated by the formula (7).  

∑
=

−=
N

i
ib SNS

1

212      (8) 

Once the regression coefficients are calculated, their error 
dispersion is tested in order to evaluate the regressive coefficients 
Sb according to the “Student’s test’. The dispersion Sb

2 is 
determined by formula (8)Dispersion for each coefficient separately 
is calculated as: 

  Steel group Grade 
Ttarg 
[mm] 

Twaiting 
[mm] 0001 0002 0003 0004 0005 0006 

< 8 > 3.5 Ttarg f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L)

≥14 > 2.5 Ttarg f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L) f( T, W, L)

>14 
< 20 min 2.5 Ttarg Restart temperatures oC 

≥ 20  
≤ 60  min. 2Ttarg 960  940 920 920 900 890 
> 60 min.  1.8Ttarg         

Finished rolling 
temp. oC 

940-
960 

920-
940 

860-
880 

860-
880 

840-
860 

820-
830 
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)1/(212 −= −
ybi kSNS    (9) 

The calculated Student criteria "t-test" is calculated as: 

biii Sbabst /)(=         (10) 
The obtained separate dispersions of error are compared with 

tabulated Student criteria data for ky-1 free degrees. If the value of 
calculated Student's criteria does not exceed the tabulated value, for 
a given number of free degrees and probability, then the coefficient 
is insignificant and it is rejected.  

 
 To test the adequacy of the model, also Fisher's criterion is 
considered. The data obtained according to the regressive equation, 
in which only the significant coefficients are retained, are tabulated. 
The dispersion error is determined from the average value of the 
inlet results and dispersion values obtained from a regressive 
equation calculated with the following equation:  

2

1

12 )()( regYavgYLNregS i

N

i
ii −−= ∑

=

−         (11) 

where,   i =1, 2,  ......., N,  L – number of significant coefficients  
22 / SregSF icrit =          (12) 

 
If the calculated critical Fisher's criteria (Fcrit ) is less than the 
tabulated one, then the model is considered adequate. 
 
 

4. Results  
 

Tables 4 and 5 present the key data of the model. Table 5 
comprises the achieved regressive coefficient, calculated values for 
significance Student test of the coefficients and values of significant 
coefficients for the final regressive equation (according the 
tabulated Student criteria: 2.12 for f = N(ky-1) = 16 of free degrees 
for adopted probability of 95%. The tabulated Cochren criteria for a 
number of free degrees f1 = (k-1) = 2 and f2 = N = 8 free degrees of 
probability of 95%, amounts 0, 5157. Seeing that this is greater than 
the calculated value of 0,443, it confirms that the model is 
homogeneous. 
 

Table 4 Model values of the regressive coefficient 
Exp. 

# 
Regressive 
coefficients 

Calculated 
Student test  

Stand. 
Student  

(P=95%) 

Significant 
coefficients 

1 bo 982,6 to 751,2 2,12 Ok 982,6 
2 b1 -14,50 t1 11,09 2,12 Ok -14,50 
3 b2 14,33 t2 10,96 2,12 Ok 14,33 
4 b3 13,33 t3 10,19 2,12 Ok 13,33 
5 b12 32,14 t12 2,61 2,12 Ok 32,14 
6 b13 -15,83 t13 1,21 2,12 - eliminated 
7 b23 3,25 t23 2,48 2,12 Ok 3,25 
8 b123 -0,67 t123 0,51 2,12 - eliminated 

 Likewise, tabulated Fisher criteria for the number of degrees of 
freedom f1 = (k-1) = 2 and number of degrees of freedom for 
dispersion of adequacy f2 = N(ky-1) = 16, for probability of 95%, 
amounts to 3,6. This is greater than the calculated value of 0,863 
which also confirms the adequacy of the model. Thus, the 
regressive equation obtained with coded values of the variables with 
the significant coefficients has the following final form: 
 
trestart = 982.6 -14.5X1 + 14.3X2 + 13.3X3 + 32.14X1X2  + 3.25,X2X3      (13) 

 
 Table 5 Regressive equation values 

N X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 Yavg Yreg 

1 +1 +1 +1 986 994 999 993 995 
2 -1 +1 +1 1032 1046 1022 1033 1031 
3 +1 -1 +1 961 967 970 966 967 
4 -1 -1 +1 985 990 995 990 989 
5 +1 +1 -1 960 965 968 964 962 
6 -1 +1 -1 988 997 1002 996 997 
7 +1 -1 -1 945 948 950 948 946 
8 -1 -1 -1 963 969 972 968 968 

 For convenience of the practical usage decoding of the 
regressive equation is performed, according to which the new 
equation with natural values has the following final form: 
trestart=920.7+0,25Z1-0,026Z2+2,356x10-4Z3+2,6x10-3Z1Z2–1.37x10-6Z2Z3      (14) 

 
The derived regression formula (14) was validated using 

incidental conditions for independent variables with values ranging 
within previously established limits. The results are given in 
Table.6 where it can be seen that, at values outside the experimental 
design, the absolute error (i.e., difference between the measured trest 
and the calculated ttestart) is approximately 1.24%, which is tolerable. 
 
Table 6 Use of the model with incidental values 

Plate 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Plate 
Width 
[mm] 

Plate 
Lenght 
[mm] 

trestart 
[oC] 

trestart_calc 
[oC] 

 
Error 

% 
24800 980 985 -0.51 
23400 976 982 -0.61 
25400 985 987 -0.20 
22090 975 978 -0.31 
20000 970 974 -0.41 

8 1640 

17500 955 967 -1.26 

 
A number of graphs have been made based on the model. 

Figure 1 illustrates the variation of the restart temperature in 
dependence of width and length when three different thicknesses 
(i.e. with thickness 7, 9 and 12 mm) of normalized rolling plates are 
targeted. For each of the chosen plate final thicknesses) and plate 
target lenghts (14, 19 and 23 m) the restart temperature raises 
approximately linearly with increasing the target plate width. 
Higher restart temperatures are required for a thinner and longer 
plate sizes. The extra thin plates of all target lengths and widths 
require higher trestart than those of medium thickness (see Table 1). 
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Fig. 1.  trestart   for different target thickness, width and length 
 
Figure.2 shows the dependence of trestart for rolled plates with 

increasing length of the plates from 14 up to 23 m at keeping 
constant plate width 2.0 m. The restart temperature rises with 
widening and lengthening of the rolled plate. For both extra thin and 
medium thick plates the determined temperatures of second step 
processing is higher compared to trestart established for ≥ 60 mm 
thick plates for this alloy grade (shown on Table 1). 
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Fig.2. trestart  as a function of plate length at constant width 2 m 
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 4.1 Extrapolation 
 
In addition to the entry data that build the entry matrix for the 

model, the extra data are further included thus extending plate 
dimensions to the thickness from 6 up to 14 mm, the width from 1.6 
up to 3.05 m and to plate length from 11 up to 27 m. The Figures 3 
and 4 depict some of the constructed iso - diagrams which allow to 
interpret the mutual dependences of factors and responsible 
variable, as well as to select the restart temperature for a proper 
plate fabrication of desired geometrical characteristics in 
normalized rolled condition (N) - respectively microstructure and 
properties. The almost parallel family of iso- lines and their similar 
slope are indicative of successful extrapolation. Higher restart 
temperature is required for production of longer and wider plates of 
the given target thickness.  

 
 Comparing Figs 3 and 4 it is seen that plate thickness exerts 
strong influence on the restart temperature during normalized 
rolling. The restart temperature ranges for normalized rolling of 14 
mm thick plates with different thickness and widths are shifted 
down as compared with those required for 6 mm (extra thin) plates.  
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Fig.3. Changes of restart temperature (°C) with width (m) and length (m) 

for normalized rolling of 6 mm thin manganese steel plates. 
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Fig.4. Changes of restart temperature (°C) with width (m) and length (m) 

for normalized rolling of 14 mm thin manganese steel plates. 
 
 
5. Discussion  
 

The steels supplied in normalized rolled condition (N) are 
preferred by designers because they exhibit advantages as material 
for structural applications, for hot forming etc. in addition to a 
lower production cost of normalized rolling process. The 
metallurgical background of these positive effects is well 
understood and the significance of the main variables of the process 
(finish rolling temperature, pass schedule, number of passes, 
holding time, waiting thickness, interpass delay time) is established. 
Currently both mathematical (regression analyses and neural 
networks) and physical modeling are used and published [1– 7] in 
order to improve the normalized rolling process and the product 
quality. During reheating of slabs and hot rolling processing, 
structural changes in the hot deformed austenite take place under 
the combined action of hot working, recrystallization and grain 
growth, leading to a refinement of the austenite grains. Formation of 

desired refined grained microstructure in normalized rolled product, 
equivalent to those after normalizing heat treatment provides  

Time-temperature diagram for plate 25x3000x12000 mm, Steel Grade 3
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Fig.5. TMR (normalized) rolling process of a plate 

 
improvement of mechanical properties. This is achieved by carrying 
out the final deformation of fully recrystallized austenite in a lower 
austenitic range to the finish rolling temperature near the upper 
critical point i.e. final deformation pass must be performed in the 
range of normalization temperature. Normalized rolling in fact is a 
temperature controlled rolling regarding finish rolling temperature 
and the restart temperature, but also [8] it is recrystallized 
controlled rolling. The finish rolling temperature (tf) influences 
microstructure and mechanical properties of plates. It is bound with 
the target plate thickness and dimensions, respectively with passes 
schedule and interpass time. Our results are with conformity with 
the theory and previously published works [3-6]. The proper finish 
temperature as determined for investigated grade 0003 is 860 - 
880°C (Table 1). In order to maintain the 880°C finish rolling 
temperature for the 25 - 60 mm thick plates of the investigated 
grade a delay time is introduced and deformation restarts at 920°C 
(Fig.5). From the present results it appears that the finish 
temperature of 860 - 880 °C occurs with thin plates if higher restart 
temperatures are applied. The restart temperatures of 1050° is 
determined by the model for the extra thin plates with a largest 
width and length, as both the inter passes time and undercooling 
during rolling increase. This is also indicative that no delay time is 
needed until rolling to a finish rolling temperature.  
 
 
Conclusions: 

1. The mathematical model for graphical predicament of restart 
temperature in dependence of target plate dimensions of 
normalized rolling of manganese steel plates is derived. Data 
from industrial production of manganese steels at A.D. Makstil 
– Skopje are used in developing the model. It can be 
implement in practice for easy approximate determination of 
restart temperature even for plate dimensions for which former 
data are not available. 

 
2. It is possible to practice the normalized rolling technology for 

thin plates of different dimensions. Higher restart temperatures 
are required in designing normalized rolling schedules for 
thinner plates of larger widths and lengths in order to achieve 
the requested finish rolling temperature and desired fine-grain 
microstructure. 
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